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Installation Instructions
Center Hung Top Pivot
For use with 8062, 8062 Ext Pin

1.1 Install pivot

1.1.1 Determine the clearance between the door and 
header and adjust the projection of the pivot pin, if 
required.

• The pivot pin projection allows 1/8” [3] clearance 
as shipped from the factory.

1.1.2 To change the projection of pivot pin or to install 
the (8062 Ext Pin) extended pivot pin, the 
following procedure is recommended:

1.1.3 Remove the walking beam pivot screw.
1.1.4 Push the pivot pin out until the walking beam is 

disengaged.
1.1.5 Install extended pivot pin and engage walking 

beam into appropriate hole in pivot pin to obtain 
required projection.

1.1.6 Be sure opposite end of walking beam is engaged 
in walking beam pivot adjustment screw.

1.1.7 Reinstall walking beam pivot screw.
1.1.8 Retract pivot pin and install pivot into header.
1.1.9 Install cover plate.
1.1.10 Fasten pivot channel in top of door.
1.1.11 Turn pivot channel adjustment screw 

approximately halfway into pivot channel.
1.1.12 Place bearing insert into pivot channel.
1.1.13 Adjust pivot point accordingly.
1.1.14 Lock bearing insert in place with set screw.
1.1.15 Install door and engage pivot pin by turning 

walking beam pivot adjustment screw clockwise.
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Installation Instructions
Center Hung Bottom Arm 7422
(Aluminum)

1.1 Install bottom arm (7422)

1.1.1 Prepare door according to template.
1.1.2 Install 4 lateral support screws in arm securely.
1.1.3 Fasten arm to door with 4 pan head machine 

screws.

1.1.4 Secure end of arm with flat head machine screw.
1.1.5 Turn the 4 lateral support screws counter-

clockwise until head of screws firmly contact door.

Fig. 1 

1.2 Install door
Fig. 2 

1.2.1 With door parallel to frame, place bottom arm 
onto spindle.

1.2.2 Rotate door approximately 90°.
1.2.3 Align bearing with pivot pin.

1.2.4 Engage pivot pin by turning adjustment screw 
clockwise.

1.2.5 Check to make sure pivot pin is fully engaged in 
door portion of pivot.
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Installation Instructions
7471K Center Hung Floor Bearing

1.1 Using a plumb bob, align header spindle with bottom 
pivot spindle.

1.2 Mark and drill holes in flooring surface.
• Wood Floors: 1/8” [3] drill bit.
• Concrete Floors: Drill 1” [25] deep holes, using 1/4” [6] 

drill bit.

1.3 Insert anchors, if necessary.
1.4 Ensure pivot is aligned and plumb.
1.5 Secure floor bearing and cover using included 

fasteners.

Align with 
header 
spindle

Anchors

Cover
2-3/4”
[70]

2-3/4”
[70]

1/8”
[3]

3/16”
[5]

DIM “A”

Spindle size DIM “A”

Standard 3/4” [19]

5mm 15/16” [24]

CL

1-1/16”
[27]

2-1/2”
[64]

3/8”
[10]

3/8”
[10]

NOTE:   DIM “A” is distance 
from bottom of floor pivot 
to bottom of arm. When 
bottom arm is installed to 
the standard template, this 
is also equal to the bottom 
door clearance.

of door

Drill bit sizes

1/8“ [3]

1/4“ [6]
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